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Father 's  Day 2018 

The Ultimate Camping Experience at Rolling Huts 

If your dad loves the outdoors, camping, beautiful design and

buildings, then a night in these modern huts designed by renowned

architect Tom Kundig will be a treat. Located in Washington's

Methow Valley. 

Price: $145.00 per night (2 people)  
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Fire Extinguisher with a Twist 

Looking for a quirky yet practical gift? Safe-T fire extinguishers are

built adhering to the strictest CE norms and made from high-quality

materials. If aesthetics matter, these guys combine function and

design. 

Price: $99.00 

http://rollinghuts.com/hut-reservation/
https://safe-t.us/collections/all-products/products/107
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Fly-Through Bird Feeder 

An attractive, eye-catching feeder that encourages feathered

friends to fly in one end, pick up seed, then fly out again. The eco-

friendly feeder is crafted from sustainably harvested mango trees

that no longer bear fruit. For the (grand) dad who is into/wants to

get into bird watching - on his own, or as a fun outdoor activity with

the (grand) kids. 

Price: $59.95 

Wooden Bird Calls 

Carefully hand-crafted by a small workshop in France, each of the

wooden calls accurately duplicates the songs of birds in the wild,

and comes packaged in its own wooden box. Wonderful for the guy

who wants to take up birding, or wants to have fun teaching the

(grand) kids about birds. 

Price: $25.00 

https://www.williams-sonoma.com/products/mango-fly-through-bird-feeder/
https://canoe.design/collections/outdoor/products/wooden-bird-calls?variant=20597554241
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Subscription to medici.tv Premium 

High-definition screening (on all screens) so that the classical-music-

loving dad can dive into the world of classical music and enjoy top-

rate performances at a moment's notice. medici.tv has the world’s

largest catalogue of on-demand concerts, ballets, operas,

documentaries, master classes, behind-the-scenes footage, and

interviews. And they offer the most anticipated events of the year

streamed live and available on replay.  

Price: € 89.00 (approx. $104.00) 

You'll receive the gift card immediately after ordering 
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Activity & Sleep Tracking Watch 

Has your dad been considering an activity tracker, but not pulled the

trigger yet because he's not into the sporty look? This is for the man

who is after something a bit more sophisticated. Syncs with the free

Health Mate app. 

Price: $94.95  

https://www.medici.tv/en/gift-card/presentation/
https://www.amazon.com/Withings-Activit%C3%A9-Steel-Activity-Tracking/dp/B018SL790Q
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Adopt a Wolf 

Help Wolf Haven International in Tenino take care of the wolves that

live there by symbolically adopting one. Included in the one-year

adoption: adoption certificate, biography of your wolf, bi-annual

written update, a photo of your wolf, and 1-year subscription to Wolf

Track Magazine. An unexpected gift for the animal lover in your life! 

Price: $125.00  

Campfire Cutlery Set 

This sturdy three-piece cutlery set is made from polished 18/8 

stainless steel, with cutout-style handles to reduce their weight 

without compromising grip. The three pieces nest neatly together 

and slip into a leather cuff for easy transport. Perfect for all outdoor 

adventures, casual backyard dining, or even workday lunches al 

fresco. 

Price: $16.00 

https://wolfhaven.org/support/adoption/
https://canoe.design/collections/outdoor/products/campfire-cutlery-set
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Gift Certificate for Princeton Photo Workshop 

This is an interesting and hands-on way to acquire new photography

skills. The certificate can be used for classes, photo field trips or

private instruction. New events are added daily. 

Price: $59.00 - $259.00 

eGift certificate will be emailed within 24 hours after purchase 
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Cool Poster from Pop Chart Lab 

Whether the dad you're shopping for is into gaming, baseball, tech,

or coffee, you're bound to find a cool poster here that will take pride

of place on any wall. 

Price: starting at $29 for the posters (various framing options are

available)  

https://princetondigitalphotoworkshop.com/gift-certificates/gc
https://www.popchartlab.com/collections/gift-guides-gadget-gurus/products/the-chart-of-controllers
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Rubberized Leather Backpack 

For road trips, exploring your own neighbourhood, globetrotters and

office workers alike. Hunter knows a thing or two about keeping stuff

dry. This sleek black backpack has two side pockets, a padded tablet

pocket, a front zip pocket, and adjustable straps. Made from 100%

coated leather. Available in 7 more colours. 

Price: $295.00 

Mini Lumio 

For design aficionados who love books and need to keep their phone

charged. Mini Lumio+ is a compact, multi-functional lamp and

battery pack for mobile phones that conceals itself in the form of a

hard-cover book. Available in 3 different colour combinations, opens

to 360 degrees and comes with built-in charging cables, battery

power indicator, and interchangeable magnetic spine cover. 

Price: $150.00 

https://www.hunterboots.com/us/en_us/bags/original-rubberized-leather-backpack/black/1632
https://shop.hellolumio.com/#mini-lumio-section
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3-Month Seasonal Pasta Subscription  

Sfoglini is a brand that gets the thumbs up from culinary lovers

everywhere. Give your foodie dad a 3-month subscription for these

100% organic Brooklyn-made pastas with unique flavours made from

locally-sourced ingredients.  

Price: $65.00 for 3 months 

Cowgirl Creamery Cheese 

Is your dad the type of guy who can't say no to delicious cheese?

Then the cheese collections from California-based Cowgirl

Creamery are sure to pique his interest. There are 16 options to

choose from. 

Price: $40.00 to $275.00 

https://www.sfoglini.com/collections/pasta-of-the-month-club
https://shop.cowgirlcreamery.com/t/1
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Dutch Leather Oven Mitt 

Hand-made from 100% full-grain leather, these mitts are lined with a

beautifully quilted, heat-resistant lining, allowing them to withstand

temperatures as high as 460°F. A gift with a luxury vibe. Available in

dusty blue, dark rose, grey, black, and natural tan. 

Price: $89.00 
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Portable Mini 2 Inch Video Projector 

This compact palm-sized projector with built-in rechargeable battery

can stream video from any HDMI-compatible device onto a wall for

your dad to watch his movies or shows on a 120-inch display. A

perfect companion for a smart phone, camera, laptop or tablet. 

Price: $209.95 

https://food52.com/shop/products/4375-dutch-leather-oven-mitt
https://www.amazon.com/RIF6-CUBE-Mobile-Pico-Projector/dp/B00QXS8L6I/ref=sr_1_1?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1527869917&sr=1-1&keywords=RIF6+CUBE+Mobile+Pico+Projector+-+Portable+Mini+2+inch+Video+Projector+with+Built+In
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Pops: Fatherhood in Pieces 

Seven essays by Michael Chabon illuminating the meaning, magic,

and mysteries of fatherhood. 

Price: $11.99 

Geode Puzzle 

An original jigsaw puzzle inspired by the formation of agates, a

colourful banded stone. Each puzzle is unique, emerging from a

computer simulation that creates natural variations in the shape,

pieces, and image. Available in 20 colourways. 

Price: 60.00 

https://www.amazon.com/Pops-Fatherhood-Pieces-Michael-Chabon/dp/0062834622/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1527859116&sr=8-1&keywords=michael+chabon+pops
https://n-e-r-v-o-u-s.com/shop/generativeProduct.php?code=339
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Not what you were looking for? 

Every person is different, of course. The suggestions in this gift guide are an awesome jumping-off 

point, but if you need help finding a Father's Day gift that is 100% tailored to your recipient's 

interests and personality, then my Milestones Made Easy Packages are the way to go. 

Take the stress out of Father's Day shopping this year, and let me do the personalized gift selection 

for you. With the Milestones Made Easy Package you get 4 hand-picked gift suggestions that will 

suit YOUR dad to a T! 

Yes! It's that easy to go from "What on earth am I going to get my dad this time?" to "It's handled 

and my dad is so impressed!" 

Just remember to purchase the package by Wednesday, 6 June at the latest to make sure your 

spot-on gift suggestions arrive in time for Father's Day delivery. 

https://www.thoughtfulgesture.com/milestones-made-easy/
https://www.thoughtfulgesture.com/shop/
https://www.thoughtfulgesture.com/shop/
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